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"Our penal system is a failure, penologists 

agree. But now, the federal government is 

trying a new approach to the problem which v/ill 

hopefully set a pattern for state and local 

reform: treating offenders not as outcasts 

but as human beings. This has nothing to do 

with coddling of criminals. It has to do with 

trying to help them, while at the same time 

protecting society by trying to make them self-

respecting, useful citizens rather than re

cidivists. Part of the success of the outcome 

will depent on innovations in the design of 

correctional institutions. The architect is 

in a good position to help reach this goal. n1 
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HISTORY 

In order for one to understand modern correctional 

facilities, examination of the gradual development 

of ideas and attitudes embodied in the present correc

tional philosophy is essential. 

In primitive times, each individual dealt with 

wrongs done him using the ancient Judaic doctrine 
2 

of "an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth". This 
practice of vengence against the offender remained 

a private affair until the twelfth century. In 

1166, King Henry II of England established a system 

of jails as places for the confinement of accused persons 

until their cases could be tried.^ Punishment was 

carried out by the State rather than the individual 

wronged, and within a framework of law. 

The idea of jails and workhouses was brought 

to America by the Pilgrims and the Quakers. In 

1632, the Massachusetts Bay Colony erected in Boston, 

a small wooden structure that served as a prison 
A 

for the entire colony for eighteen years. The Quakers 

played a leading role in the reforms of the criminal 

code that was written into Pennsylvania law. After 

the adoption of the Constitution in 1780, the first 

penitentiary for the Commonwealth was established 

in Boston in 1784. Prior to the nineteenth century, 

all forms of purJLshment were incorporated to exclude 

the offender from public affairs or to identify him 

publicly so that other persons could protect them

selves from him. Corporal punishment, disfigurement, 

exile, and execution were employed as a means of 

retribution against the offender. 



Imprisonment was not looked u.pon as a means of 

punishment, but rather as a way of holding the offen

der for his trial and ultimate punishment. In 1794, 

Pennsylvania adopted a new code which prescribed 

imprisonment as a punishment for certain offenses.^ 

The first method of prison management was known 

as the "separate system".. Eastern State Penitentiary, 

designed for this system, was opened in Philadelphia 

in 1829. The prisoner remained in his cell, worked 

aloney and saw only the officers and an occasional 

visitor. This system proved unsuccessful and gave 

way to the "silent system". In 1819, the Auburn 

Prison in New York was constructed to implement 

the new system. The prisoners were allowed to work 

together in the daytime, but were confined to indi

vidual cells at night. Silence was maintained at all 

times. 

Prior to 1870, a punitive philosophy predomi

nated in the prison field and found expression in 

mass mistreatment, rigid repression and regimentation, 

silence rules, severe punishments, poor and insufficient 

food, confinement in small unsanitary and poorly 

lighted cells, and lack of anything but the most 
6 

rudimentary efforts at rehabilitation. In 1870, 
the National Prison Association was organized and 

a Declaration of Principles was adopted. In 1876, 

the first reformatory for men, the Elmira Reformatory, 

was opened with a program of rehabilitation as its 

aim, and utilizing parole for the first time in the 

United States. The reformatory resulted in fail

ure and had to be reorganized in 1930. Although 

significant advances in theoretical penology were 

made in the nineteenth century, they were not matched 

by advances in practical application. The primary 



consideration in most institutions was monetary, 

and prison labor was exploited in chain gangs and 

lease systems. 

Starting in 1929 with the Hawes-Cooper Act, 

a series of restrictive federal laws put an end to 

exploitation of prison labor. Complete reorgani

zation and reform of Federal prisons in the 1930's 

weakened the domination of prisons by politics, and 

demonstrated that practical programs of rehabilitation 

could be operated effectively with qualified personnel 

and adequate physical plants. 

During the depression, well educated and highly 

skilled personnel were readily available to the prison 

system. With the beginning ,of World War II, key 

personnel left to enter the armed services and in

stitutions were undermanned throughout the war. 

Prisoners were used to produce war goods and gather 

crops which would otherwise have been lost. 

After World War II, progress was made in two 

states, Texas and California, which set examples 
7 

for the entire country. The reform of the Texas 
prison system began in 1947 with the appointment 

of Dr. (Jeorge Beto as director. "Personnel stan

dards were raised, farm operations modernized, new 

institutions built and old facilities improved, 

brutal disciplinary methods abolished, and such 

rehabilitative programs as education, vocational 

training, classification, religion, and medical 
o 

services were developed under competent personnel." 

The progress in California, begun in 1944, has 

continued without slackening since that date. 

In contrast to the progress made in Texas and 

California after World War II, prison riots became 

commonplace in other states and demands were made 

for complete abandonment of the conventional prison* 



In 1964, Congress recognized the deplorable 

state of the correctional system and appropriated 

over two million dollars to conduct a three year 

study* The basic find of the study was a deep dis

satisfaction with the organization, the methods, and 

the results of correctional efforts in all dimensions. 

In 1968, the Law Enforcement Assistance Admini

stration was established to "encourage research and 
9 

development to improve and strengthen law enforcement". 
Since its establishment, LEAA has brought about a 

revolution in correctional theory and practice that 

will hopefully produce a positive correctional system. 
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CLIENT 

The State of Texas has been divided into twenty 

four regional councils for the purpose of regional 

and metropolitan area planning. Each of the twenty 

four regional councils must submit its comprehen

sive regional plan to the Texas Criminal Justice 

Council each year by September 30. The Criminal 

Justice Council is responsible for statewide criminal 

justice planning and offers technical assistance to 

law enforcement agencies. The plan must follow the 

(Guidelines for the Planning and Design Of Regional 

and Community Correctional Centers for Adults, pub

lished by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administra-
10 tion. Prom the regional plans, the Criminal Justice 

Council organizes the Criminal Justice Plan for 

Texas* The State Plan, once it is approved by the 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, serves 

as a guide and sets the limits for funding. The 

state must update its basic plan each year, projecting 

its problems and needs five years into the future.'' 

The Capital Area Planning Council has estab

lished the need for a regional correctional facility 

in its comprehensive regional plan submitted to the 
1 ? Criminal Justice Council on September 30, 1971. 

The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration has 

approved the plan and the Criminal Justice Council has, 

in turn, submitted it to the Texas Department of Cor

rections for implementation. The main client will 

be the Texas Department of Corrections at Huntsville, 

under the direction of James Estelle. The Capital 



Area planning Council provides the Texas Department 

of Corrections with all information applicable tCt 

the project. 
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is a state agency, the Texas Department of Corrections, 

tne Division of Planning Coordination, Office of the 

Governor, serves as the clearinghouse. The Criminal 

Justice Council grants are awarded on a 75-25 matching 
1 fi 

basis. The 25̂ o match comes from funds appropriated 

by the Texas Legislature to the state criminal justice 

planning fund. 

Once funded, each project is carefully monitored 

and evaluated by the Criminal Justice Coujicil staff 

to determine whether goals and objectives are being 

achieved and to assure that all funds are being 

expended properly. 

8 



SITE 

All too many of our correctional facilities, 

old and new alike, are isolated as if there were no 

world outside. They have, up to the present time, 

been located in secluded corners of their states. 

These remote locations suggest tnat political pres

sures or economic concerns take precedence over 

program goals. Contacts v/ith friends and relatives 

become more difficult with hard-to-reach sites. 

Work release programs are practically impossible. 

Involvement of community resources is impaired, and 

a professional staff is hard to find and keep. 

New correctional facilities will be based on 

interaction between skillful people available in 
1 7 

the city and the offender.' They should be drawn 

into populated areas where professional staff, ser

vices, educational institutions and the warmth of 

human contact can improisre the social functioning of 

impaired persons. 

Austin, Texas has been selected for the pro

posed site location of my regional correctional 

facility because it has a centralized location in 

relation to the Capital Planning Area. Austin is 

the largest metropolitan complex in the planning 

area, and provides many specialized services. 
The physical location, particularly its proximity 

to the judicial system is a major determinant in 
1 8 the location of a correctional facility* However, 

with regard to Austin, other factors, have taken 

precedence in the site selection process. The avail-



ability of land near the courts in downtown Austin 

is scarce and expensive. The downtown area is also 

a highly populated congested business area which 

would not lend itself to a positive rehabilitative 

atmosphere. Resistance to the proposed facility 

by downtown inhabitants is also a prime consideration, 

Accessibility by staff volunteers,andlprofessional 

people would be impaired by congestion and lack of 

parking facilities. Due to the disadvantages of 

a site location near the court system, a more 

feasible location has been selected. 

The proposed site is located on the Colorado 

River in southeast Austin approximately three miles 

from the Travis Gatiiijjj Courthouse. The City of 

Austin owns the proposed site and the land to the 

immediate north. The land bordering on the west 

is owned by Urban Renewal and is designated as a 

greenbelt area. Because of the closeness of the 

Austin Power Station Number 2 and other existing 

industries, the land can be procured for a relatively 

low cost. The site is within close proximity to 

educational and medical services and is easily ac

cessible from all parts of Austin. The proposed 

site location offers exciting possibilities for 

the design of a regional correctional center. 

10 



Austin City Limits 

PROPOSED SITE LQCATIOl: 
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Urban Renewa 

Station #2 

Cen-Tex Materials Inc. 

SITE OWNERSHIP 
scale: i"=300' 
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The site is covered with Augustine grass, with no 

trees present. 

SITE TOPOG:{mPHY 
scale: 1 "=300'' 
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Gas 

Electricity 

SITE SERVICES 
scale: 1"=300* 
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AUSTIN. TEJCAS 

COLLEGES 

Central Texas College 

Concordia Lutheran College 

Houston Tillotson College 

Southwestern University 

St. Edwards University 

University of Texas 

HOSPITALS 

Brackenridge Hospital 

Emergency Hospital 

Georgetown Medical and Surgical Clinic 

Holy Cross Hospital 

Our Lady of Mt. Carmel Hospital 

St, Davids Community Hospital 

St. Jude's Hospital 

Seaton Hospital 

Westminister Hospital 

Shoalcreek Hospital 

EDUCATIONAL AND MEDICAL SERVICES 

16 
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MTURAL ENVIRONMENT''^ 

Austin is located in the rolling hills of 

central Texas. The elevation above sea level 

varies between 400 and 967 feet within the city 

limits. Trees are dense, with the Live Oak being 

the predominant species. The climate is humid sub

tropical with hot summers. The growing season is 

approximately 270 days with below freezing temper

atures occurring on an average of 25 days or less 

per year. August is the hottest and driest month 

of the year. Austin enjoys 70̂ ^ of the available 

sunshine. Extreme weather conditions are very rare 

17 
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BUILDING CODES 

The city of Austin, Texas uses the Uniform 

Biillding Code, the Austin Plumbing Code, which is 

derived from the National Plumbing Code Handbook, 

and the National Electrical Code Handbook. 

2i 
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REGIONAL CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES 

Past philosophical orientations of retribution 

and corresponding practices of punishment have been 

appallingly ineffective. During the past decade, 

the population has risen only 14^, but the crime 

rate has risen 120?̂ * 

The federal government is trying a new approach 

to the problem which will hopefully set a pattern 

for state and local reform: treatment of offenders 

not as outcasts, but as human beings. Progress can 

only come with a willingness of practitioners to 

abandon outmoded methods, and accept experimentation 

and changes in every sphere of corrections. Current 

developments in this direction are motivated by 
21 

three major trends. First, there is awareness that 

the prevention and treatment of crime cannot possibly 

be solved by corrections alone, and progress in this 

field is firmly related to advancement in the entire 

criminal justice system. As a result, the entire 

spectrum of the criminal justice system is being 

considered as an integral whole, and attempts are 

being made to unite the currently autonomous systems 

of legislative bodies, courts, law enforcement, and 

corrections. A number of states have consolidated 

correctional functions into one agency under the 

auspices of their departments of correction. A 

growing number of other states are either pursuing 

this goal or investigating the feasibility of doing 

so, and many more are developing regional criminal 

justice plans for the purpose of maximizing existing 

resources and increasing over-all correctional service 

22 



effectiveness. In addition, interstate cc-operative 

ventures are beginning to emerge, such as project 

SEARCH, a prototype computerized criminal justice 

information system which facilitates interstate 

exchange of offender history files. This system 

improves not only current law enforcement processes 

in the participant states, but it should also facil

itate a much needed systematic tracing of the records 

of offenders, so that the effectiveness of sentencing 

policies and treatment programs may at last be 

measured and evaluated in statistically signigicant 

ways. Secondly, there is an increasing recognition 

that etiology of crime is deeply embedded in the 

social structure of our society and therefore, the 

task of crime control cannot remain in the exclusive 

domain of the criminal justice system* The problem 

of crime will not be solved by merely increasing the 

number of judges, prosecutors, police or correction

al staff. The staff and the facilities of the crim

inal justice system usually come into plaj only after 

a criminal act has occurred. The concentration 

must be on the eradication of those social conditions 

which have been clearly identified as breeding grounds 

for crime, such as poverty, disease, unemployment, 

illiteracy and lack of equal opportunity due to 

racial discrimination. Even though the improvement 

of these conditions may be theoretically and tech

nically impossible as far as corrections is concerned, 

the success in reduction of the significant propor

tion of crime is directly attributable to these 

factors and will be commensurate to the success 

in the reduction of these grave social ills. The 

third major development in corrections is the trend 

toward community-based corrections. It is in this 

direction that most of the recent progress has 

23 



been made. 

Prisons have been in the past, and still exist 

only as large, overcrowded, understaffed people 

warehouses. Security has been the prime determinant 

in prison program planning, and prison architecture 

has consisted of revising old designs to reduce 

escape risks. This has not changed the undignified 

conditions existing in most prisons; rather, it 

has made the offender accustomed to living, even 

after release, under degrading conditions with all 

the accompanying ills. Large institutions of 1,200 

to 1,800 persons have resulted in too much idleness, 

too little recreation, few learning opportunities 

and a destructive rather than constructive period 
22 

of confinement. 

"Modern correctional philosophy is: that with 

proper treatment, an individual who has violated 

the law can become a law-abiding contributing member 

of society.'̂  The community or regional correctional 

facility is one in which a comprehensive program 

of both non-institutionalized and institutionalized 

methods of treatment and care are co-ordinated,^ 

Under contract to the Law Enforcement Assistance 

Administration, the University of Illinois Depart

ment of Architecture has developed guidelines for 

correctional administrators and architects to use 

in the processes of correctional problem identifi

cation, the planning and development of adult treat

ment programs within the community context, and 

the planning and design of regional and community 
25 correctional centers for adults. 

While there are good indications that community 

corrections may reduce crime, there is still a lack 

of verified data with which to measure the success 

of community treatment, as well as any particular 

24 



treatment technique. Nonetheless, there are suffi

ciently compelling reasons for embracing the concept 

of community corrections. In as much as most offen

ders eventually return to the community, mere incar

ceration only provides short term societal protection. 

In corrections, ultimate community protection is 

conditional upon a behavioral change on the part of 

tne offender, which in turn is contingent upon his 

complete and successful integration or reintegration 
27 

into the community. The high cost of traditional 

institutional construction points to the need for 

community corrections, as well as to the desirability 

of increased utilization of community resources. 

The regional correctional facility maximizes the 

reintegrative aspects, and can prevent the disruption 

of the important social ties between tbe off̂ ndet.r.i 

and the community. Since many forms of crime stem 

from failiire and disorganization of the community, 

from defects in the social order to which criminal 

behavior may be viewed as a "normal" response; com

munity corrections, which places emphasis on changing 

the community in addition to the offender, appears 
no 

to be an appropriate response. 

The State of Texas is divided into twenty one 

regions for the purpose of comprehensive criminal 
29 justice planning. The Capital Planning Area consists 

of ten counties with Austin, Texas being the largest 

metropolitan complex in the region. The Guidelines 

for the Planning and Design of Regional and Community 

Correctional Centers for Adults, published by the 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration has been 

developed to assist the correctional planner. In -

eluded in the Guidelines is a comprehensive survey 

developed to help administrators in identifying 

25 



the correctional problems of their planning area. 

Once the survey information is gathered, it becomes 

the basis for determining current and future correction

al needs. Although the survey data for the Capital 

Planning Area is not readily available, the need 

for the location of a regional correctional facility 
•50 

in Austin has already been established. 

The regional correctional facility that I have 

proposed for Austin is to serve the Capital Planning 

Area. The main recipient of the benefits of the 

facility will be Austin, Texas. The Travis County 

Court House will be used to accommodate short-term 

detention for hearings and trial appearances as 

well as space for legal consultations and case pre

parations. Most individual cases can then be cleared 

in several days, while those clients with longer 

waiting periods can be moved to the regional correc

tional facility. The other nine counties that the 

facility would serve would require only minimal 

short term holding facilities following initial 

detention after arrest and during court appearances. 
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2 

3 

4a 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11a 
lib 
• 
13 
14 
15 

Panhandle Regional 
Planning Commission 
South Plains Association 
of Governments 
Nortex Regional Planning 
Commission 
North Central Texas Council 
of Governments 
Texoma Regional planning 
Commission 
Ark-Tex Council of Governments 
East Texas Council of Governments 
West Central Texas Council of Governments 
West Texas Council of Governments 
Permian Basin Regional Planning Commission 
Concho Valley Council of Governments 
heart of Texas Council of Governments 
Central Texas Council of Governments 
Capital Area Planning Council 
Brazos Valley Development Council 
Deep East Texas Development Council 
South East Texas Regional Planning Commission 
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16 Houston-Galveston Area Council 
17 Golden Crescent Council of Governments 
18a Alamo Area Council of Governments 
18D Middle Rio Grande Development Council 
19 South Texas Development Council 
20 Coastal Bend Council of Governments 
21 Lower Rio Grande Valley Development Council 
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COUNTIES 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

Llano 
Burnet 
Williamson 
Blanco 
Travis 
Lee 
Bastrop 
Hays 
Caldwell 
Payette 

N 

CAPITAL PLANNING AREA 
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Counties 1960 1970 

Bastrop 16,925 17,297 

Blanco 3,657 3,567 

Burnet 9,265 11,420 

Caldwell 17,222 21,178 

Fayette 20,384 17,650 

Hays 19,934 27,642 

Lee 8,949 8,048 

Llano 5,240 6,979 

Travis 212,156 295,516 

Williamson 35,044 37,305 

Total 348,756 446,602 

CAPITAL PLAmNlhG ARIA POPULATION^'' 
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CONCEPT 

The design of the regional correctional facility 

should indicate that security elements and detention 

provisions perform secondary roles to the major goal 

of facility programs. 

The environment created by the facility should 

initiate a receptive attitude towards correctional 

programs on the part of the offender. 

The facility should support the involvement 

of interaction of treatment programs with community 

resources and volunteer workers. 

The facility should identify with the external 

envirormient in which it is set, in order to reinforce 

the integration of the facility into the community. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The planning of a correctional facility is a 

direct response to the population of a specific 

planning area and the number of crimes committed 

within that planning area. Since the complete facility 

determinants for the Capital Planning Area are not 

available, a similar planning region, taken from 

the Guidelines, is used as a basis for the planning 

determinants for the Regional Correctional Facility 

for Austin, Texas. 

32 
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TEXAS 
1970 

TEXAS 
1 971 

TRAVIS 
COUNTY 

1971 

Total population 

Total crimes 

Violent crimes 

Property crimes 

Murder and non-negli
gent manslaughter 

Forcible rape 

Robery 

Aggravated assault 

Burglary 

Larceny $50 and over 

Auto theft 

11,196,730 11,460,000 303,000 

302,961 309,126 10,573 

40,473 42,664 2,041 

262,488 266,462 8,532 

1,294 

2,352 

15,019 

21,808 

28,912 

89,423 

44,153 

1,378 

2,728 

13,977 

24,581 

134,651 

89,522 

42,289 

29 

79 

397 

1,536 

5,232 

2,162 

1,138 

Crimes for other Capital Planning Area counties 
are not available. 

CRIME III TEXAS 33 
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Counties 197Q 1971 

Bastrop 9 9 

bianco 0 1 

Burnet 3 1 

Caldwell 5 9 

Fayette 3 1 

Hays 5 5 

Lee 1 1 

Llano 5 3 

Travis 106 115 

Williamson 7 9 

Total 144 154 

CAPITAL PLA-m;imG AREA PAROLEES^^ 
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SIZE 35 

The Regional Correctional Facility for Austin, 
Texas is to operate as a pre- and post-trial facility 
having a residential capacity of 200 persons. 
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CLASSIFICATION^^ 

Classification is a comprehensive process in 

the course of which the offender reaches a number 

of important decision points, each of which determine 

his future from that point on. It facilitates offen

der dispositions in the areas of pre-trial release, 

the determination of supervision and security require

ments for those detained, the suitability of offenders 

for work felease and related programs, and those v\rhich 

correlate offender types with specific treatment 

techniques. 

Classification begins when an individual is 

placed under arrest, which places great discretionary 

powers in the hands of the law enforcement officer. 

In order to keep as many offenders as possible out 

of correctional institutions, two alternatives are 

suggested. First, by keeping those individuals who 

are not within its proper realm out of the correctional 

process; and second, by providing reasonable assurance 

that an offender will appear for trial without having 

to jail him. For the purposes of classification, the 

planning determinants used in this program assume 

that alternatives to incarceration have removed all 

qualifying alleged offenders from the criminal justice 

system. 

The offender population that composes the facility 

will consist of adult males as identified by Texas laws. 
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TREATMENT PROGRIJIS 37 

Pre-trial detention for YO residents 
Diagnostic for 20 residents 
Narcotics for 20 residents 
Work, educational release and pre-release for 60 
residents 
Post-trial security for 30 residents 

Vocational training for 40 residents 

Pre-trial Program 

Obj.ectives 

Provide for the safety and welfare of inmates in a 

non-threatoning atmosphere 

Components 

Intake and orientation 

Receiving and nolding 

Medical examination 

Diagnostic Program 

Objectives 

Provide services for pre-trial intake screening 

Provide services to community based programs which 

serve as alternatives to pre- and post-trial 

incarceration 

Provide post-trial services 

Provide on-going diagnostic services that will facil

itate program evaluations, feedback of information, 

and reclassification of clients 

Serve as a resource agency for a variety of community 

based pre-release and after-care programs 

Components 

38 



Intake and orientation 

Receiving and holding 

Medical examination 

Narcotics Program 

Objective 

Provide a methodone maintenance program supported 

by reality oriented counseling 

Components 

Intake and orientation 

Methodone maintenance 

Counseling 

Employment 

Work Release Program 

Objectives 

Provide a smooth transition from institutionalization 

to community living 

Provide a strong relationship between the institution, 

the community, and the offender 

Provide carefully controlled conditions in which 

offenders can demonstrate whether or not they 

are able to adjust to community living 

Components 

Living quarters 

Counseling 

Pre-release Program 

Objective 

Provide offenders with support and vocational guid
ance to facilitate their re-socialization into 
the community 
Components 

Intake and orientation 
Living quarters 

Counseling 
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Post-trial Security Program 

objective 

Provide a carefully controlled physical environment 

and program with the specific goal of control 

and treatment of the serious predatory offender 

and habitual recidivist 

Components 

Intake and orientation 

Medical testing 

Psychiatric testing 

Security living 

Vocational Program 

Objectives 

Help build or rebuild solid ties between the offender 

and the community 

Provide the offender with opportunities to supplement 

his educational, occupational, and social skill 

deficiencies as a requisite for obtaining and 

maintaining gainful employment 

Components 

Performance contracting 

Vocational training release 

individual contract agreements 

Intramural vocational training 

Vocational rehabilitation 
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SECURITY^^ 

Security measures should exist in the interest 

of preventing escapes and maintaining internal order 

without conflicting with treatment programs. The 

degree of security needed varies according to the 

individual offender and the type of treatment pro

gram. Offenders v;ith differing security needs should 

be segregated with regard to living accommodations. 

Regarding facility design in conjunction with treat

ment programs, ranges of security measures should be 

established, with the progression of the offender 

from high security through development towards non-

security. Cell type construction, because of its 

high cost and detrimental effect on the offender, 

should be avoided. 
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SPACE REQUIREMENTS^^ 

Minimum square footage allocations for community 

and regional correctional systems have not been 

established. 

Living Units 

Should emphasize individual sleeping rooms within 

units of eight to thirty residents. 

Activity Spaces 
Activity spaces should respond to planned activities. 

Space development should consider the acoustical 
and lighting needs of various activities. 

Shower and Toilet Facilities 

Should be normalized to avoid exposed fixtures. 

Water closets should be provided in individual 

rooms only when security is vital. 

Dining 

Facilities should seat a range of forty to sixty 

residents per dining unit. Spaces should be 

multi-purpose to accommodate visiting, education, 

lectures, recreation, community groups, and 

group counseling. 

Food- Preparation 

Should provide necessary kitchen equipment and spaces 

to meet dining needs. 

Visiting 
Facilities should include interview spaces, where 
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residents and attorneys can converse with a 

reasonable degree of privacy. Both low and 

high security family visiting spaces should 

be provided. 

Education 

Multi-purpose spaces should be used for classroom 

activities. Community resources should provide 

in-house programs. 

Library 

Should seek the support of the local public library 

and other agencies, to supply publications, and 

to provide in-house library staff. Space should 

be provided for available publications, books, 

and legal resources. 

Administration 

Provisions should be made for the following admini

strative functions: staff offices, conference 

spaces, clerical spaces, reception, waiting, 

general and records storage, locker rooms, 

maintenance, and restrooms. 

Research 

Provide space for an evaluation mechanism to assess 

program objectives and provide planning data. 

Intake 

Provisions should be made for the following process

ing functions: 

Secure reception area 

Photographing and fingerprinting 

Medical examinations (community resources) 

Interview and psychological examinations 
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storage and clothing issuance 

Holding units with varying degrees of security 

Booking procedure 

Staff consultation (4-6 persons) 

Recreation 

Provisions for the following spaces and activities 

should be made: 

Athletic activities (team and varsity sports) 

Equipment and athletic clothing storage 

Passive recreation space (telivision, radio) 

Arts and crafts space 
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STAFF^^ 

Admi n i s t r a t i o n 

1 D i r e c t o r 

1 A s s i s t a n t d i r e c t o r - p r e - t r i a l 

1 A s s i s t a n t d i r e c t o r - p o s t - t r i a l 

3-4 A d m i n i s t r a t i v e a s s i s t a n t s 

1 B u s i n e s s manager 

1 D i r e c t o r of v o l u n t e e r s e r v i c e 

1 Administrative secretary 
5 Clerk typists 
5 Clerks 
2 Receptionist / typists 

2 Record clerks 

Research 

1 Research director 

1-2 Research assistants 

1 Research secretary 

Medical 

1 Medical director, part, time 

2 Physicians, under contract, "on call" 24 hours a day 

1 Dentist, part time, under contract. 

1 Pharmacist, part time, under contract 

Medical consultants - as needed 

1-3 Registered nurses, "on call" 24 hours a day 

4-6 iMurses aids / orderlies, "on call" 24 hours a day 

1 Laboratory technician 

Diagnostic 

1 Psychiatrist, part time, under contract 

1 Director of resident classification 
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1 Clinical psychologist 

1 hecords officer 

1 identification officer 

3-4 Student interns 

Treatment 

8-10 Social workers 

Clergy 

Correctional officers - on the basis of one for 

every 20 residents 

Counselors, on the basis of one for every 20 residents 

4-6 Student interns 

1 Recreational director 

2-3 Recreational assistants 

Education 

1 Director, education 

1 Director, vocational training 

1 Director, information / media, part-time, under 

contract 

3-4 Academic instructors, under contract 

3-4 Vocational Instructors 

1 Art instructor 

1 Music instructor 

1 Librarian 

Teachers aids 

Pood Preparation 

1 Dietician, part, time, under contract 

1 Pood service supervisor 

4 Cooks 

6-8 Pood service assistants 

Plant Maintenance 

1 Maintenance department head 
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lui seel lane ous 

1 Barber 

Commissary and purchasing personnel 

Laundry personnel, contracted 

jr'rofessional staff can be supplemented with inmate 

personnel for maintenance, food, and transpor

tation services. 

Employment counseling and job referal can be contracted 

through the local emplayment office. 
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Public Alternatives 

SPACE INTERRELATIONSHIPS .41 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530 

October 11, 1972 

J re 

Mr. John B. Malone 
1905 13th Street 
Lubbock, Texas 79401 

Dear Mr. Malone: 

Thank you for your letter of September 27, 1972, indicating your 
interest in regional corrections facilities for adults. You may be 
aware of the fact that the State of Texas has been giving a good 
deal of attention to establishing programs of this nature. You 
could obtain further information about these efforts by contacting 
Judge Joe Frazier Brown, Executive Director, Criminal Justice Council 
Executive Department, P. 0. Box 1828, Austin, Texas 78767, 512/476-
7201. 

You might also contact the National Clearinghouse for Criminal Justice 
Planning and Architecture, Department of Architecture, University of 
Illinois, 1102 West Main, Urbana, Illinois 61801, 217/333-0312. They 
are under contract with the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
to provide consultation and technical assistance to LEAA grantees, 
correctional planners, architects, and others in the development of 
plans for correctional programs and architecture. In addition, they 
developed a comprehensive planning instrument entitled, "Guidelines for 
the Planning and Design of Regional and Community Correctional Centers 
for Adults," for LEAA. Further information about their activity can be 
obtained by contacting them directly. The enclosed publication "Correc
tional Environments" should be of interest to you in view of your thesis 
assignment. 

Sincerely, 

JENNETH S. 
correction Section/TAD 

Enclosure 
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ational clearinghouse for criminal justice planning and architecture 

October 5, 1972 

Mr. John B. Malone 
1905 - 13th Street 
Lubbock, TExas 79401 

Dear Mr. Malone: 

Thank you for your letter of September 28, 1972, with its 
request for a copy of the Guidelines for the Planning and 
Design of Regional and Community Correctional Centers for 
Adults. I would suggest, for the purposes of your interest 
that you consult your school administration relative to 
the possibility of obtaining a copy of the Guidelines for 
their library. The reason for this suggestion is that the 
Guidelines is an extremely large and comprehensive docu
ment and although we have a charge of $25.00 per copy to 
individuals who request it, it costs us $45.00 per copy 
to produce. Realizing the fact that your use of this 
document for your fifth year's work may be relatively 
short-term, you might consider it more feasible to use 
it as a part of your library resource than to purchase it 
outright. I am sorry that sufficient number of copies do 
not exist to enable us to simply mail one to you without 
charge. 

Sincerely, 

0 /t^ 
Fred D. Moyer, AIA 
Director 

FDMrjah 

P.S. Enclosed is a booklet explaining the issues and 
contents of the larger manual. 

partment Of Architecture University of Illinois 1102 West Main Urbana, Illinois 61801 12171333-0312 



ational clearinghouse for criminal justice planning and architecture 

November 13, 1972 

Mr. John B. Malone 
1905 - 13th Street 
Lubbock, Texas 79401 

Dear Mr. Malone: 

We are in receipt of your order for one copy of the 
Guidelines for the Planning and Design of Regional and 
Community Correctional Centers for Adults. It is being 
sent to you today under separate cover. Please consider 
this letter an invoice. 

INVOICE 

Air Mail and 

Special Delivery Postage $8.40 

Please make your check payable to the University of Illinois. 

Thank you for your order. 

Sincerely, 

fJxiu, 
/ 

^ l /c/v' I® 
Marilyn McDole 
Secretary 

partment of Architecture University of Illinois 1102 West Main Urbana, Illinois 61801 12171333-0312 





ational clearinghouse for criminal justice planning and architecture 

March 16, 1973 

Mr. John B. Malone 
1905 13th Street 
Lubbock TX 79401 

Dear Mr . Malone: 

Thank you ve ry much for your letter of March 10, 1973. The data sheets 
which you have requested to connplete the contents of your copy of the 
Guidelines are yet In the process of being developed. As these materials 
become avai lable, as well as new data sheets which are being formulated, 
you w i l l automatically receive them from us. A master l ist of all Guidelines 
holders is maintained by our office and regular updating comprises a component 
of our operat ion. 

Concerning your request for material indicat ing the scheduling of act ivi t ies 
dur ing the day for a correct ional fac i l i t y , I must advise that such scheduling 
wi l l be der ived from the ind iv idual assessment of cl ient needs. The range 
of program responses which would formulate the basis for such scheduling 
is amply descr ibed in the Guidel ines. Specific treatment programs are 
provided in Section C. However, in order to provide you wi th fur ther 
information concerning application of these concepts in specific contexts 
I am enclosing wi th this letter a copy of the Summary of the Correctional 
Master Plan developed by the National Clearinghouse for the State of Hawai i . 
This Summary w i l l prov ide you wi th an indication of the scope of such 
an undertaking as wel l as many other detailed features. For a fu r ther 
elaboration of program concepts and faci l i ty implications I would suggest 
that you contact the State Law Enforcement and Juveni le Delinquency Planning 
Agency in Hawaii d i rec t l y . Al though we are work ing in very close coordination 
wi th them, at the present time they have all of the available copies of the 
complete Master Plan which is in f ive volumes. 

Sincerely, 

Frederic D. Moyer, AIA 
Director 

FDM 
Gnclosuro 

apartment of Architecture University of Illinois 1102 West Main Urbana, Illinois 61801 (2171333-0312 



Federal Laboratories, inc. 
16 March 197 3 

Mr. John B. Malone 
1905 13th St. 
Lubbock, Texas 79401 

Gentlemen: 

Thank you for your recent inquiry concerning metal detection equipment. 
I hope the enclosed literature will be of interest to you. For your informa
tion. Federal Laboratories, Inc. manufactures the highest quality metal detec
tion equipment currently available. Both our hand-held Transfrisker 
and our Walk-through metal detector are built to the highest quality standards 
of ruggedness, circuit sophistication, and dependability. You are encouraged 
to compare our products with any other brand of metal detector you may 
be considering. 

Both our Transfrisker and our Walk-through unit offer you these features: 

(1) All solid state circuitry - completely transistorized. 
(2) Sensitive to ferrous and non-ferrous nnetals, 
(3) Manufactured, sold, and serviced by Federal Laboratories, Inc. , 

Saltsburg, Pennsylvania, 
(4) Emits no x-rays, gannma rays, or microwave radiation. 
(5) Rugge(f~construction - Our Walk-through unit is rugged enough to stand 

up to prison use, but attractive enough to grace the decor of an airport 
boarding gate. For prison installations, we can supply a sturdy steel 
security case to house the control console. 

(6) Our metal detectors employ the"induction balance'principle of metal 
detection. Less expensive units generally do not use this sophisticated 
type of circuitry. 

(7) Federal Metal Dectectors will not affect heart patients with pacemakers, 
pregnant women, or undeveloped camera film. 

(8) We have sales representatives all over the country to assist you in reviewing 
your metal detection needs. 

(9) Federal Laboratories, Inc. has been manufacturing metal detectors for 
almost forty years. 

We welcome and encourage you to compare our units with any other nnetal 
detection equipment on the market. 

Very truly yours, 
FEDEFAL LABOPATORIES, INC. 

George Lloyd 
Sales Engineer 

GL/nh 
SAEamJeSareaYLVANIA 15681 U.S.A. TELEPHONE: (412) 639-3511 CABLE: FEDERALLAB T E B / M D 9 4 
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SINGER 
EDUCATION « THAIMINO F R O O U C T » 

March 2 0 , 1973 GRAFLEX DIVISION 

Mr. John B. Malone 
1905 13th Street 
Lubbock, TX 79401 

Dear Mr. Malone: 

Thank you for your interest in our Singer Vocational 
Evaluation System. 

We are enclosing a copy of our most recent brochure 
and other material regarding the System. 

Thanks again for your interest, and if we can be of 
any further service, or if you would like any addi
tional information, please let us know. 

Roger E. McCaughey, Marketing Manager 
Vocational and Educational Systems 
Manpower Training Division 

REMc/jlm 
Enc . 

Singer education and training 
• ^.nt , rreflex audiovisual aids • SVE instructional materials • GPL closed-circuit television 



Mr. John B. Malone 
1905 13th Street 
Lubbock, Texas 79401 

Dear Mr. Malone: 

March 21, 1973 

I have read, with great interest, your inquiry of 
VISITRAK. We would be most happy to forward the 
data you have requested. 

Upon completion of your Thesis, I would be most 
interested in your observations and point of view 
concerning correctional facilities. 

If I may be of further service, in any area of 
security, please do not hesitate to contact the 
undersigned. 

Very truly yours. 

OHM MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 

A. Gurreri 
General Manager 

JAG:ar 
enc.(s) 

O H M MANUFACTURING C O R P . / S a w Mill River Road. Hawthorne, N.Y. 1 0 5 3 2 

(914) 592 6230/NewYorkCi ty : (212) 665 9220/Connecticut: (203) 325 1351 



PHONE 513-325-7301 
TWX 810-452-2871 

Metal Windows and Curtain Walls r THE WILLIAM BAYLEY COMPANY/ SPRINGFIELD, OHIO 45501 

March 22, 1973 

Mr. John B. Malone 
1905 - 13th Street 
Lubbock, Texas, 79401 

Re: Literature 

Dear Mr. Malone, 

As per your request dated 3/10/73, I am enclosing our latest catalogs, 
a prison construction write-up and our detention window details and 
specifications. 

Hoping that these items will be of value to you arid wishing you every 
success with your thesis, I remain. 

Very truly yours. 

THE WILLIAM BAYLEY COMPANY 

9JW 
^^ I. Veidemanis 

Manager, Midwest SaiUes Division 

IV/pk 
End. 



^SFER^VRAIND 
SENSOR G R O U P 

GAINESVILLE , FLORIDA 3 2 6 0 1 • TEL. 90^4 3 7 2 - 0 ^ 1 1 

March 2 3 , 1973 

Mr, John B. Malone 
1905 13th Street 
Lubbock, Texas 79401 

Dear Mr, Malone: 

I have enclosed a copy of our current data sheet describing 
the Sperry Weapons Detector model SMD-lOOO, Also enclosed 
is a glossy photograph and a copy of a technical paper de
scribing our system, 

Sperry Rand has been the largest supplier of Weapons Detectors 
to the U.S. Government for the prevention of highjacking at 
U,S. airports. We will soon have delivered close to 500 of 
the se sy stem s, 

I hope this information will be of value to you and best of 
luck on your thesis. 

Very truly yours, 

Curti s W, C rews 
Manager 

C WC : g s s 
Enclosures 



STAINLESS STEEL • CAST ALUMIIXIUM 
UIMBREAKABLE PLUMBING FIXTURES 
778 BURLWAY ROAD . BURLINGAME. CALIF. 94010 

Phone (415) 342-B036 

April 12, 1973 

John B. Malone 
1905 13th Street 
Lubbock, Texas 7 94 01 

Dear Mr. Malone: 

Please excuse our delay in handling your letter. Enclosed 
please find one complete Super Secur Ware catalog. I am 
adding to it a section on typical pipe chase and cell space 
design in hopes that this will be of further help to you. 

We would appreciate it if you would fill out the enclosed 
reply card so that we can keep your catalog up to date. 

If I can be of any help to you please write me c/o this 
office. Best of luck on your thesis. 

Very truly yours. 

SUPER SECUR WARE 
Aluminum Plumbing Fixture Corp 

Charles Murray 

CM: jt 
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DESIGN PHILOSOPHIES AND CONCEPTS 

Physical surroundings inevitably convey the 

values, if not the objectives of their creators. 

The design of the correctional facility was derived 

from the considerations of desirable proximities 

of program components for the interaction of their 

functions. Organization of the components was in

fluenced by consideration of program objectives 

with respect to individual decision-making by the 

client. 

Architecture has the potential for a positive 

contribution tocthe correctional environment on four 

levels. The first of these is the simple provision 

of space in which program activities can be conducted. 

In this respect architecture has the potential to 

allow or constrain human activities. The range 

of functions which are possible within the facility is 

determined by the availability of suitable or adapt

able spaces in which to conduct them. 

On a second level, architecture can have a 

positive effect to the degree that it serves to 

perpetuate activity patterns. The range of acti

vities and the patterns of behavior which occur 

within the facility are largely influenced and fixed 

by the permanence of the facility. The focus is 

upon the delivery of services on an individualized 

basis v/ithin a dynamic social system which recog

nizes change as necessary to the achievement of 

its goals. 

A third level of impact is in organizing 

relationships between people. Interaction between 

the offender and other individuals is structured 



both inside and outside the facility. The location 

of the facility affects the likelihood or possibility 

of family visits, specialized services, and the 

development of reintegrative community based programs. 

The design of the correctional facility is formulated 

upon the definition of social relationships which 

are derived from treatment programs. Normative 

design considerations are applied to an environment 

which seeks to promote normative begavior. Normatively 

scaled activity spaces are provided in anticipation of 

the offender's return to the community and in support 

of his reintegration. 

A fourth level of impact is in the area of 

communications. Hostile physical environments tend 

to impede the rehabilitative process. The physical 

environment exists as a component in the treatment 

process and as a means of communicating values and 

attitudes• The confidence and trust conveyed by 

correctional staff are undermined by environments 

which defy destruction and remove decision making. 

Architecture must then be a twenty-four hour a day 

communicator. 
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— FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS 

Program objectives prevail in the arrange

ment of facility components. Included is the provis

ion, or denial, of free movement, of choice of 

alternative movements, of cnoice of activity, 

and of encouraged activity through exposure to 

opportunities. Circulation, including the structuring 

of external and internal movements, emerges as a 

major facility planning determinant. 

•I'he physical design is intended to indicate 

that security elements and detention provisions 

perform secondary roles to that of the client*s 

interest. The high rate of turnover for pre-trial 

clients dictated a facility organization which 

was internally oriented. Small scale residential 

units are emplayed to reduce the chances of the 

development of an unwanted and undesirable social 

system. individual living spaces within the res

idential units enable the client to carry out 

certain leisure activities with some degree of 

privacy. Two types of spaces are provided for 

structured activities in each living unit. The 

lounge can accommodate passive activities while 

the day room provides for more active recreation. 

These spaces will be carpeted to reflect normality 

and reduce noise levels. Pre- and post-trial 

residents are separated from one another by the 

multi-use central core. The work release unit is 

located outside the security perimeter but with 

easy access to the rest of the facility. 

A thorough but humane intake process avoids 

the dehumanizing mass processing usually associated 



with large correctional institutions. Components 

of tne intake process are lacated in a direct and 

logical order for both pre- and post-trial clients, 

kedical facilities are included in the diagnostic 

unit and are centrally located in relation to the 

resideiitial units and the intake process. 

The maintaining of family and community ties 

is a vital element in the process of resocializatlon 

of the offender. In recognition that there will 

be a very small number of clients requiring close 

custody, high security provisions are made in which 

residents are physically separated from visitors 

by a polycarbonate material and earphones. In order 

to facilitate the required privacy for official 

visits from attorneys, a small number of private 

rooms are provided. Supervision is provided through 

glass windows and may be viewed by one correctional 

officer. The main visiting space is an informal 

lounging area with access to an outdoor area. 

No limitations will be placed on the number of visitors 

or the duration of visits. 

The staff-information area shall be the control 

point and reception area for the entire facility. 

Most administrative functions will be performed in 

this area located outside the security zone. A 

direct relationship exists between the visitor waiting 

and the actual visiting spaces. The administrative 

and staff entrance is located in relation to the 

main control station and the parking facilities. 
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SITE SELECTiOi; AND DEVELOPMENT 

Site selection was based on the integration 

of both pro and post-trial processes within a 

single facility. Whereas pre-trial processes 

require physical proximity to the judicial system 

and legal services, post-trial processes are best 

facilitated through physical proximity to social 

services and other support resoiirces. Constraints 

imposed by the impacted urban area around the 

Travis County Court House suggested that decentralized 

court facilities offered the most desirable solution. 

The Travis County Court House could accommodate 

short-term detention for hearings and trial appear

ances as well as space for legal consultations 

and case preparations. Those clients with longer 

waiting periods would be moved to the correctional 

facility. The proposed site offers the advantages 

of close proximity to the judicial system and social 

services. 

Canadian Street borders the site on the north

west side and is the only means of access to the 

site. In order to have maximum use of the site, 

penetrations into the site were few in number and 

short in length. Parking was placed closest to the 

street to serve as a buffer between the facility 

and Canadian Street. Parking for visitors, staff, 

and work release residents was separated and located 

in relation to the facility entrance for each. 

Thus, this area of the site is not within the 

security zone, leaving the remainder of the site 

for facility use. The security entrance is located 

at the end of Canadian Street and facilitates 

both intake and service functions. 



The main orientation of the facility is in a 

northerly direction in order that clerestory lighting 

could be used. Activity areas include a football 

field, baseball diamond, and a recreation area 

located outside the visitor's area designed for the 

resident and his family. 

A security fence surrounds the facility and 

is of the cyclone type with close mesh wiring. 

A securtiy perimeter is located beside the fence 

and registers if any person nears the fence. 
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STRUCTURE 

The structural system was chosen for its 

compatability with the design concepts and program 

objectives. Permananee was not a criteria for 

establishing the structure. A post and beam type 

system is utilized with pre-cast concrete panels 

composing the wall surface. Sand colored concrete 

with a brushed finish conveys a more humanizing 

exterior than the traditional gray prison walls. 

Steel joists compose the roof system with the excep

tion of the residential units which use exposed 

concrete lintels. Interior walls are concrete 

block in all areas except those designed for multi-

use. Moveable ceiling attached partitions are 

expected to meet necessary program changes. Standard 

cell construction is restricted to the maximum 

security areas and control zones. Doors to a medium 

and minimum security residential unit are steel 

skinned styrofoam core with security type frames 

and locks. Windows are designed to be used without 

steel bars or other retaining devices. A poly

carbonate material two hundred and fifty times 

stronger than glass is inset in steel security 

type frames. Although the initial cost would be 

higher than glass, the overall benefits more than 

justify its use. 
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MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 

The selection of the mechanical system was 

based on the design concepts and the climatological 

data for Austin. The environmental factors dictated 

that conditioned air m the form of cooling was 

was required six months of the yeai; while heating 

was only required for three months. The design 

is conventional with respect to function and ap

plication. Three mechanical equipment rooms serve 

approximately y8,000 square feet of building space. 

Central fans and single low velocity ducts are 

employed with single coils using chill water for 

cooling and hot water for heating. Ductwork is 

concealed in the ceiling space or furred down 

areas. Security type registers are used for both 

supply and return air. Outside air is mixed with 

return air before entering the coil. 

The Plumbing System has been selected for its 

durability and maintenance-free design. Stainless 

steel water closet and lavatory combination fixtures 

are utilized in the single residential room.s. Shower 

stalls are solid one-piece construction of aluminum 

plate with an epoxy resin coating. Plastic pipe 

is proposed for the hot and cold water system, 

and cast iron piping for the sewer system. A roof 

drainage system is utilized whereby water is drained 

into Town Lake via a separate piping system. 

Electricity is the main source of power in 

the area with Austin Power Station No. 2 serving 

the proposed site. Underground service will begin 

at the northwest corner of the site. Surface 
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